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Summary 

 

The President’s Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI) is “enabling a new era of clinical care 
through research, technology, and policies that empower patients, researchers, and 
providers to work together toward the development of individualized care”.1 Its 
commitment to privacy and security in the setting of responsible data sharing and 
transparency is articulated in the “Privacy and Trust Principles”1 and the “Data Security 
Policy Principles and Framework”2, developed by an interagency working groups including 
the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology in conjunction 
with multiple stakeholders.   
 

In this paper, we review the threats to the security, confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
of PMI data.  PMI organizations can mitigate these challenges through a new system 
architecture in development at MIT -- the OPAL/Enigma project3 -- which creates a peer-to-
peer network that enables parties to jointly store and analyze data with complete privacy, 
based on highly optimized version of multi-party computation with a secret-sharing.  An 
auditable, tamper-proof distributed ledger (a permissioned blockchain) records and controls 
access through smart contracts and digital identities.  We conclude with an initial use case 
of OPAL/Enigma that could empower precision medicine clinical trials and research. 
 

MIT’s OPAL/Enigma challenges traditional data security paradigms.  Centralized databases 
cannot assure security and data integrity, regardless de-identification and controlled access 
requirements.  Safe, vetted queries that are distributed to private, encrypted databases 
assure that organizations and participants can share health care data with cryptographic 
guarantees of privacy with various stakeholders, assuring momentum for a new era of 
medical research and practice. 
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Introduction 

In an online world where users expect instant information and seamless flow of data, 
stakeholders expect new technologies to be absorbed by society and industries as soon as it 
is available. However, this has not been the case of the healthcare industry, despite 
technologic advances and economic relevance of technological innovation.  
The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC)4 
acknowledged that healthcare stakeholders should assist in creating a new infrastructure for 
the industry and its users, whether government agencies, drug developers, doctors or 
patients.  
 
The foundation of a new healthcare IT system lays in, among other measures, the creation 
of a platform that allows interoperability; the adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHR), 
creation of standards and formats that can be widely adopted by the stakeholders; safe 
storage of all the data that is collected by all healthcare agents with the highest regard to 
participant privacy and secure and efficient exchange of health information between the 
parties respecting the privacy of all those whose information is involved. 
 
In this paper, we posit the adoption of OPAL/Enigma5,6, an encrypted platform that is able to 
create a secure environment for the storage and analysis of healthcare information by using 
blockchain technology, as an effective solution to address the privacy and security concerns 
of the stakeholders. OPAL/ENIGMA is also a potential tool to resolve infrastructural matters, 
such as time and cost related to the analysis, storage and manipulation of health 
information. A framework for precision medicine trials, development of more comparative 
trials, cheaper development of drugs and assignment of more effective treatments to 
patients are also potential future benefits. 
 

Privacy, security, and trust in healthcare IT 

 

Overview of guiding principles 

Interoperability not only means having the ability to exchange information, but also being 
able to use the exchanged information.   In this regard, in addition to real-time, secure data 
sharing, there should also be mechanisms that ensure data provenance (identifying the 
original source of the information), data verification/accuracy and that the respective 
consent has been duly obtained. Failure in obtaining and communicating patient consent 
could give cause to liabilities related to breach of electronic protected health information.  
The concerns on being able to comply with different state regulations specially in 
connection with patient privacy and rules on health information exchange, has led to debate 
on how data sharing should be handled, to what purposes it should be used and who should 
have access to it. 
 

The ONC has a 10-year vision for an “interoperable health IT ecosystem”, in which health 
information flows seamlessly and securely to the right people, at the right place, at the right 
time.4,7  This interconnected “learning health system” will enable the rapid dissemination of 
new knowledge to support the use of best evidence in the care of all patients, lower 
healthcare costs, improve population health, empower patients, and drive innovation.   A 
guiding principle is to protect privacy and security in all aspects of interoperability, with 
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strong and effective safeguards as well as greater transparency, in order to establish and 
maintain public trust.   
 

Current ONC standards and goals rely heavily on encryption technology for secure data 
transmission between organizations in a healthcare IT ecosystem.    In an increasingly 
interconnected healthcare IT system, security is difficult to ensure for all organizations in 
the larger healthcare IT ecosystem that will have access to PMI data.  Perimeter defenses 
such as hardware and software intrusion detection systems fail to secure vital health IT 
infrastructure.8 The failure rate is high and the root cause is “the human factor”, our 
reliance on human maintenance and intervention.   A “learning health system” must 
leverages lessons learned about cybersecurity to answer new questions.   
 

In order to unlock the potential value of data sharing, we need better solutions to manage 
data security.  Centralized IT systems offers advantages in terms of efficiency, however, 
frequent data breaches, lack of transparency, and loss of data integrity have led to the 
adoption of networks which distribute authority among many trusted actors, so that 
significant security compromises would require consensus.  In addition to this distributed 
consensus mechanisms, blockchain is a distributed ledger that provides a immutable and 
auditable record of actions (and actors).  Technologies based on blockchain may provide 
more optimal solutions for inherently safe health IT ecosystems.   
 

We posit that the ONC should support blockchain-based architectures that meet the needs 
of future health IT ecosystems can lead to improved clinical guidelines and practices.  
 

 
 

Figure Blockchain will interconnect stakeholders7 
 
Tension between data sharing and privacy 

Two competing needs must be satisficed: the need for data-sharing between stakeholder 
(government public sector, industry private sector, healthcare providers, researchers, and 
patients) and the need for privacy and confidentiality. These create an unsustainable 
ecosystem if based on current legacy protocols and legacy hardware/software that do not 
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guarantee data integrity.   The first requirement of an optimal solution is a permissioned 
distributed ledger, which automatically tracks every change to the data, so it is auditable, 
trustworthy, and transparent (the blockchain).8,9  On top of the blockchain, is a layer that 
provides secure, privacy-preserving processing.  In order to ensure that entities are engaging 
in data sharing that is appropriately permissioned, without revealing private or confidential 
information, there must be a mechanism for automation of data processing that verifies 
permissioned identities, will ultimately bind the parties in a data usage agreement that is 
compliant.  Finally, data must remain encrypted, during storage and processing in personal 
data stores.  We posit that MIT OPAL/Enigma may provide an architecture with these 
attributes. 

 
OPAL/Enigma challenges the security paradigm 

 

Overview of OPAL/Enigma 

Resolving the tension between data sharing and privacy, in order to unlock the potential 
value of that data, is a challenge for healthcare IT.3,10–13 Although centralized databases for 
processing may be conceptually simpler, distributed networks with privacy maximizing 
algorithms can maximize security for data processing, in compliance with HIPAA, 
confidentiality and other regulatory and ethical requirements without the limited scalability 
of current distributed processing platforms. 
 

OPAL/Enigma3,6 envisions distributed data repository architecture on a peer-to-peer (P2P) 
network where data is encrypted at its repository so that raw data is never released.  Data 
remains secure during storage and analysis, because data can be queried, but only by 
queries that are permissioned by digital identity credentials for specific data operations 
defined by legally binding smart contracts.  An unalterable and auditable record of patterns 
of communications between data and operators, including credentials and data operations 
is recorded, creating a distributed cryptographic ledger, or permissioned blockchain. 
 

At the level of the data repository node, data is encrypted by Enigma and remain encrypted 
in storage and during computation, which counters internal data theft. The data repository 
owner has control over granularity of answers to queries and therefore privacy.  The OPAL 
algorithm essentially “moves the algorithm to the data” by using distributed query 
processing to ship queries and sub-queries to data repositories, where computation occurs, 
so that each data repository returns only de-identified aggregated results.  The queries can 
be permissioned by smart contracts, or Query Smart Contract (QSC), that legally bind the 
Querier (person or organization), the data repository and other entities in a data usage 
agreement.  QSC are the mechanism for operating within existing trust frameworks and 
respecting the core values, responsible strategies, and legal principles for participating 
entities.  The blockchain provides assurance that QSC are honored with a tamper-proof and 
auditable history of identity and operations of data access. 
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Figure Layers of OPAL/Enigma On top of the P2P network, or blockchain, Enigma uses two cryptographic 
constructs simultaneously (secret-sharing and MPC), so that OPAL can direct data exchange with QCS. 
 

Enigma provides cryptography 

The MIT Enigma system is part of a larger initiative at MIT called OPAL-EAST (Open 
Algorithms for Equity, Accountability, Security, and Transparency).12,13 MIT Enigma 
employs two core cryptographic constructs simultaneously atop a Peer-to-Peer (P2P 
network of nodes). These are secret-sharing (a la Shamir’s Linear Secret Sharing Scheme 
(LSSS))14 and multiparty computation (MPC).15–17 Although secret sharing and MPC are 
topics of research for the past two decades, the innovation that MIT Enigma brings is the 
notion of employing these constructions on a P2P network of nodes (such as the blockchain) 
while providing “Proof-of-MPC” (like proof of work) that a node has correctly performed 
some computation. 
 

In secret-sharing schemes, a given data item is “split” into a number of ciphertext pieces 
(called “shares”) that are then stored separately. When the data item needs to be 
reconstituted or reconstructed, a minimum or “threshold” number of shares need to be 
obtained and merged together again in a reverse cryptographic computation. For example, 
in Naval parlance this is akin to needing 2 out of 3 keys in order to perform some crucial task 
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(e.g. activate the missile). Some secret sharing schemes possess the feature that some 
primitive arithmetic operations can be performed on shares (shares “added” to shares) 
yielding a result without the need to fully reconstitute the data items first. In effect, this 
feature allows operations to be performed on encrypted data (similar to homomorphic 
encryption schemes). 
 

The MIT Enigma system proposes to use a P2P network of nodes to randomly store the 
relevant shares belonging to data items.  In effect, the data owner no longer needs to keep a 
centralized database of data-items (e.g. health data) and instead would transform each data 
item into shares and disperse these on the P2P network of node.  Only the data owner 
would know the locations of the shares, and can fetch these from the nodes as needed.  
Since each of these shares appear as garbled ciphertext to the nodes, the nodes are 
oblivious to their meaning or significance.  A node in the P2P network would be 
remunerated for storage costs and the store/fetch operations. 
 

The second cryptographic construct employed in MIT Enigma is multiparty computation 
(MPC). The study of MPC schemes seeks to address the problem of a group of entities 
needing to share some common output (e.g. result of computation) whilst maintaining as 
secret their individual data items.  For example, a group of patients may wish to 
collaboratively compute their average blood pressure information among them, but without 
each patient sharing actual raw data about their blood pressure information. 
 

The MIT Enigma system combines the use of MPC schemes with secret-sharing schemes, 
effectively allowing some computations to be performed using the shares that are 
distributed on the P2P. The combination of these 3 computing paradigms  (secret-sharing, 
MPC and P2P nodes) opens new possibilities in addressing the current urgent issues around 
data privacy and the growing liabilities on the part of organizations who store or work on 
large amounts of data. 
 

OPAL provides query smart contracts 

An important concern in the broad areas of PMI is the need to maintain the privacy of 
individuals (e.g. patients) while being able to perform computations (e.g. statistical analysis) 
on data pertaining to those individuals. In many studies (e.g. clinical trials) it is often more 
relevant to obtain aggregate answers instead of narrow answers pertaining to a small 
fraction of the study participants. 
 

One paradigm shift being championed by the MIT OPAL/Enigma community is that of using 
“pre-fabricated” queries (e.g. SQL queries) that have been analyzed by experts and have 
been vetted to be “safe” from the perspective of privacy-preservation.18,19 The term “Open 
Algorithm” (OPAL) here implies that the vetted queries (“algorithms”) are made open by 
publishing them, allowing other experts to review them and allowing other researchers to 
make use of them in their own context of study. 
 

The next step in the Open Algorithms paradigm is the use of smart contracts to capture 
these safe algorithms in the form of executable queries residing in a legally binding digital 
contract.  A query smart contract will require that querier authorization requirements be 
encoded within the contract to be recorded on the blockchain. A query smart contract that 
has been vetted to be safe and digitally signed by expert can be stored on nodes of the 
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blockchain, so the entities seeking to query can find prefabricated safe QSCs that match the 
intended application.  
 

Network 

The P2P network contains data repository nodes where the data is entered, encrypted, 
stored, and analyzed.  In general, standardized interoperability will be a feature to facilitate 
data exchange later in development- as noted later in the discussion of the use case many 
electronic health records are legacy systems, which do not provide interoperability with 
standardized APIs, and alternative methods will be used in anticipation of this 
standardization.  The node may be a partition on a server with limited processing power.  
More processing power could be effectively loaned by delegate nodes on the P2P network, 
which work on a query or subquery by locating the relevant data repositories, sending the 
appropriate subquery to each data repository, and receiving individual answers and collating 
the results received from these data repositories for reporting to the querier.  Delegate 
nodes assure that all the conditions of the QSC have been fulfilled (e.g. QSC has valid 
signature; identity of querier is established; authorization to access APIs at data repositories 
has been obtained; payment terms has been agreed if there is a remuneration scheme, 
etc.). A hierarchy of delegate nodes may be involved in the completion of a given query 
originating from the querier entity. QSC nodes will maintain vetted QSCs and function as a 
point of origination of the query for the querier.    All QSC nodes will maintain distributed 
copies of the ledger; more nodes could maintain the ledger but further development is 
needed to determine the appropriate balance of redundancy to ensure consensus as a way 
of security-proofing the network vs. efficiency, and the balance between security vs. 
efficiency for methods establishing proof-of-work. As OPAL/Enigma is currently in 
development, but likely limitations will be computational expense and interoperability, as 
there is a lack of standardized APIs in the healthcare IT relative to other industries, which 
underscores the importance of mission of ONC. 
 

OPAL/Enigma applied to precision medicine 

 

Precision Medicine 

Permissioned distributed cryptographic ledgers focused on privacy, like OPAL/Enigma, are 
creating novel tools to empower innovation in healthcare through overcoming the data 
sharing challenges like privacy.10,12,13 For example, a goal of President Obama’s Precision 
Medicine Initiative (PMI) is to set “the foundation for a new way of doing research that 
fosters open, responsible data sharing with the highest regard to participant privacy.” 
(https://www.whitehouse.gov/precision-medicine)  We will discuss a specific use case, with 
implications for not only precision medicine but also other federal healthcare research 
efforts. 
 

Precision medicine is an innovative approach that provides a holistic understanding of a 
patient’s health, disease and condition, and a means to choose treatments that would be 
most effective for an individual. Translating initial successes to a larger scale will require a 
coordinated and sustained national effort, and PMI will guide these efforts through PMI 
Cohort Program and PMI for Oncology, which are focusing activities on engaging one 
million Americans to volunteer their health data for clinical research purposes and 
expanding precision medicine clinical trials and laboratory models in order to develop a 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/precision-medicine
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National Cancer Knowledge System - a comprehensive database that would be useful to 
researchers as well as clinicians actively treating patients.   
 

For many conditions, today’s best preclinical models do not recapitulate the individual 
nuances for patients, and so precision medicine has spurred the development of innovative 
clinical trial design.  The novel trial designs have evolved not only to study low prevalence 
subsets in a resource-effective fashion, but also to understand the nuances of the 
translational scientific issues that complicate drug development.  Many of these precision 
medicine trials, several of which are under the auspices of the PMI, use varieties of 
biomarker-driven adaptive platform trials. Platform trials simultaneously test multiple 
therapies, and so they can yield comparative evidence between therapies.20 Adaptive trials 
prospectively plan dynamic modification of one or more specified aspects of the study 
design and hypotheses during the trial, based on the statistical analysis of data from 
subjects in the study. Modifications may include dosage, sample size, and choice of drug or 
combination therapy, patient selection criteria, and biomarkers.  Adaptive platform trials 
often use Bayesian framework, with data borrowing techniques between treatment arms, in 
order to evolve and learn the best fit between a therapy and a group of individuals with 
given biomarker.21–27 If used correctly, with designs to reduce the false positive rate, then 
adaptive platform clinical trials are cost and time efficient and produce superior 
comparative evidence.   
 

Use Case 

Our goal is to develop an infrastructure for improving precision medicine clinical trials and 
creating methods for the development of national knowledge systems in cancer and other 
therapeutic areas. Executing adaptive platform and other precision medicine trials at scale 
will require the development of infrastructure which allows data abstraction from electronic 
health records, secure data handling with regards to patient confidentiality, HIPAA and 
other regulatory/compliance, and data exchange for statistical analysis across 
pharmaceutical industry competitors. In brief, it needs an interoperable IT infrastructure 
that can performs computationally complex analysis, while preserving the privacy of 
patients and the confidential intellectual property of pharmaceutical competitors, within a 
highly regulated trust network. MIT OPAL/Enigma is an ideal solution for a clinical trial 
blockchain as its MPC algorithms enable data borrowing and statistical analysis without a 
trusted 3rd party across a distributed network with security provided by high level 
encryption of distributed data, digital identification proofs and smart contracts that ensure 
compliance with regulatory and pharmaceutical sponsor wishes. 
 

The pilot of the clinical trial blockchain would create the IT infrastructure for an adaptive 
platform trial run by a consortium; the design, including the clinical sites and the therapies, 
would be predetermined by that entity.  A startup to enter into a Business Associate 
agreement would have to be formed, termed PharmOrchardTM given the compliance 
requirements for clinical trials, and smart contracts (self executable computer protocols 
based on legally binding contracts) would be written specifically to run on node networks, 
and to be enforced immediately once the pre-determined conditions are met. 
  
The new entity would utilize the OPAL/Enigma infrastructure in order to write an algorithm 
which sends queries and sub-queries to the data repository nodes at the clinical sites, 
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controlled by legally-binding, blockchain secured smart contracts which determine the 
permissions and the content of the queries, in compliance with all regulatory guidance on 
standard trial protocol as well as the principles outlined by “Precision Medicine Initiative: 
Privacy and Trust Principles”.  Queries would investigate if patients were eligible for the trial 
given the inclusion criteria, were eligible for a given treatment arm based on biomarker 
profiles, were tolerant of treatment by predetermined CTCAE and patient-reported 
parameters, and were responding by standardized and patient-reported outcome measures.  
Statistical analysis using standard Bayesian methods would determine, as biomarker- 
correlated response and safety data becomes available, if more or fewer patients should be 
allocated to different treatment arms as treatments prove more likely to succeed towards 
regulatory approval or fail.  This analysis is distributed and performed on the encrypted data 
in situ at the data repository nodes.    
 

In the first phase of this implementation, the data repository nodes at each of the clinical 
sites (clinical sites function as the data owner) would require a local solution to abstract the 
clinical data in real time from electronic health records (EHR) - ideally a local interoperability 
solution as demonstrated by TRANSCEND for the I-SPY family of adaptive trials at UCSF28–30 
although some clinical sites may have a more traditional data entry.  Data repositories could 
also reside at the pharmaceutical companies sponsoring the therapies, as there is a 
minimum size for the P2P network, although it is the QSC nodes that enable appropriately 
permissioned smart contract queries.  The QSC nodes would exist at PharmOrchardTM and 
consortium governance headquarters at minimum for vetting.  
 
The NIH is working with National Human Genome Research Institute, in parallel with other 
institutions, in order to develop standardized consent forms that anticipate indefinite 
biobanking, future testing and reinterpretation of historic testing for clinical trial patients, 
and PMI-WG 31 are developing “a standardized consent protocol to ensure consistency in the 
terms and conditions that all PMI cohort participants agree to”.   
 

In the first phase of the pilot, the data could queried securely by others through 
permissioned queries; the data remains always encrypted at the clinical center/data 
repository node which generated it.  This creates a new paradigm for broadening 
transparency and data sharing of clinical trial data, well beyond calls by clinicaltrials.gov, 
ICHME or others for databases of individual patient data that are either highly 
abstracted/limited or secured insufficiently with standard de-identification techniques.  For 
example, the FDA, NCI, the companies, or another highly permissioned querier like the 
clinical trial sites themselves could have access to this unique and rich knowledge system.  
More importantly, there is the underlying tamper-proof distributed cryptographic ledger of 
every query, including the querier, so that regulatory agencies could perform an audit of the 
data access to ensure it has been handled responsibly at any time. 
 

Implications of OPAL/Enigma applied to precision medicine 

The largest adaptive platform trials anticipate on the order of a thousand patients, which is 
an ideal size for a pilot implementation of MIT OPAL/Enigma during its development phase.   
In addition, taking advantage of the well-developed clinical trial infrastructure with defined 
consent, patient recruitment, trial management, and data handling protocols will allow 
rapid deployment.  Even a small scale implementation has the potential to influence the 
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industry’s outlook on adaptive platform trials, which heretofore have required governance 
and oversight from government and academic consortia because of the need for a trusted 
3rd party, and thus been unable to demonstrate financial sustainability for industry.  Drug 
development involves multiple stakeholders including pharma, patients, providers, 
regulators, public health advocates, and payers, and as the emerging discussion of 
healthcare costs draws attention to major beneficiaries - namely pharma - the unmet needs 
of other stakeholders will inevitably change the socio-cultural, technological, economic, 
political, legal, environmental and ethical landscape of clinical trials.  Adaptive platform 
trials have the potential to not only deliver comparative evidence to enable precision 
medicine, but provide faster and optimized access to therapies for patients, treatment 
guidance and informational tools for providers, financial sustainability to industry, and 
better comparative evidence for regulators, public health experts, and payers.   Further 
iterations could involve trial designs including SMART protocols, a type of adaptive platform 
trial that enable switching therapies in the setting of drug resistance, another area of 
interest of the PMI. 
 

At a later phase in development of this Enigma-based implementation will enable 
participant empowerment through innovative and responsible access to information, 
inspired by  “Precision Medicine Initiative: Privacy and Trust Principles”.  Participants could 
be permissioned on the blockchain to access their own data or aggregated research data, 
and thus form a pilot for the PMI-Cohort programs or PCORI that will need IT solutions that 
in their own words “Pioneer a new model of research that engages clinical trial participants, 
responsible data sharing, and privacy protection.” 
 
We note that broader implementation of the MIT OPAL/Enigma architecture could: 

● Encourage public-private partnerships  
● Ensure data access 
● Allow for open data  
● Promote “Big data” applications in health IT 

 

Recommendation 

 

Using secure MPC on P2P network, which allows process of distributed encrypted data in 
response to appropriately permissioned queries controlled by smart contracts, 
OPAL/Enigma has the potential revolutionize responsible data sharing and privacy 
protection.  Given the extraordinary need for security in the healthcare IT sector, and the 
broad potential for innovation critical to national needs, we recommend the following: 

● R&D for an OPAL/Enigma-based implementation in precision medicine clinical trial, 
designed by an entity which can enact a Business Associate agreement with an NCI 
supported consortium seeking an IT infrastructure to support the “Precision 
Medicine Initiative: Privacy and Trust Principles 

● Discussion with NIST, ONC, and other standard-setting and regulatory bodies on the 
critical interoperability question 

● Further discussion of implications to PMI- Cohort Program 
● R&D for open source Enigma, OPAL, and related projects at MIT 
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